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slate steel diaper pail

10030

holds up to 55 diapers

made of steel

trendy style & design

no special bags

easy to use

eco-friendly

stores about 20 of the 
larger size and 55 of the 
newborn size diapers

does not absorb smell 
like plastic

available in a variety of 
trendy colors and patterns 
to match any nurseryconveniently uses any 

standard kitchen trash 
bag to save money

designed to be loaded,
used, emptied and
cleaned with ease

meets the needs of 
today’s eco-conscious 
parents
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drain stopper

10503

dishwasher safe - no mold

built-in suction cup

covers drain

non-skid and convenient  
built-in suction cup

seals and covers 
drain to hold water

place on the top rack for 
an easy clean

10504
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spout guard

dishwasher safe - no mold

fits most spouts

keeps children safe

made to fit most spouts 
and works with diverters

helps prevent head 
bumps place on the top rack for 

an easy clean

10505 10506
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bath mat

mold and
mildew resistant

no slipping

secure

soft and comfortable

textured surface to prevent 
slips

over 150 suction cups to 
keep bath mat securely 
in place

cushiony material for 
baby bottoms

remove from bath tub 
and let dry after use

10508
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bath gift set

10516

cloud and droplet, starfish suction, 
interchangeable and squeeze bath toys

bath time essential

includes 4 sets of bath toys
handy and convenient storage

convenient and 
giftable essential item 
for bath-time fun

3 squeeze toys
3 starfish suction toys
4 interchangeable bath toys
1 cloud and droplet duo

two-part toy drying bin and 
base scoops toys out of the 
tub while draining water and 
stores toys until the next bath
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lighthouse stacking cups

10570

multi-use

dishwasher safe - no mold

6 stackable cups

water spinner

holes for rain effect

can be easily stacked and 
nested for storage

includes a water spinner in 
top cup

simply submerge in water 
and let the rain out

perfect for inside and 
outside the bath tub

place on the top rack for 
an easy clean
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boat and buoys
bath toy

10571

drain holes for rain effect

1 soft silicone boat and 
4 hard plastic buoys

perfect for little hands

dishwasher safe - no mold

sized for children’s hands, soft 
to the touch, and promotes 
hand-eye coordination

let it dry after each use 
and place on top rack of 
dishwasher for easy clean

simply submerge in water 
and let the rain out

floats, fills, and pours for fun 
inside and outside the tub
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cloud nursery decals

removable but not 
repositionable

stick on any color Ubbi 
diaper pail

glow in the dark

easy to use

10710

simply peel and stick

standard clouds during 
the day, but act as a 
nightlight during bedtime

white cloud decals work 
with any color pail

once the decals are stuck 
on, they can be removed 
but cannot be repositioned
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panda nursery decals

removable but not 
repositionable

stick on any color Ubbi 
diaper pail

easy to use

10711

simply peel and stick

black and white pandas 
work with any color pail

once the decals are stuck 
on, they can be removed 
but cannot be repositioned
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sloth nursery decals

removable but not 
repositionable

stick on any color Ubbi 
diaper pail

easy to use

10712

simply peel and stick

dark gray sloths work with 
any color pail

once the decals are stuck 
on, they can be removed 
but cannot be repositioned
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product name SKU wholesale MSRP case

slate steel diaper pail 10030 $50.00 $79.99 1

drain stopper - gray 10503 $3.30 $5.99 12

drain stopper - blue 10504 $3.30 $5.99 12

spout guard - gray 10505 $5.00 $8.99 6

spout guard - blue 10506 $5.00 $8.99 6

bath mat 10508 $8.00 $14.99 6

bath gift set 10516 $22.00 $39.99 4

lighthouse stacking cups 10570 $5.50 $9.99 6

boat and buoys bath toy 10571 $5.50 $9.99 6

cloud nursery decals 10710 $4.40 $7.99 12

panda nursery decals 10711 $4.40 $7.99 12

sloth nursery decals 10712 $4.40 $7.99 12

new product pricing
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67 35th street
6th floor, section BSE
Brooklyn, NY 11232

ubbiworld.com
718.422.0592 @ubbiworld


